
WLC 4xRI

Description 
The WLC 4xRI is a unit designed to convert the physical movement of up to four traditional 

retractive (spring loaded push to make) switches into a control system protocol that the WLC 

lighting control system can understand. It is designed to fit directly into the same back box that 

the switches are mounted into and should be wired directly into the switches. A cat 5 cable will 

carry the signal to other items within the system.
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NOTE:  

To address switches attached to this unit, the WLC 

software is required. This software can be downloaded 

F.O.C from www.wandsworthelectrical.com/downloads

WLC 4XRI WIRING SCHEMATIC

NOTE:  

Any variance from the recommended wiring instructions shown in this datasheet will invalidate the warranty.

We reserve the right to change specification and data herewith without notice.

If in doubt over order of switches use 

the ‘identify’ function in CFG program.


